Whatever may prove to be the explanation which these observations will ultimately receive, they cannot fail to take an important place not only in the pathology of the brain, but also in the inductive part of the science of mental phenomena.
So intimately is language associated with the highest operations of the mind, that logic?the science of verbal propositions?has always either taken its place amongst the purely mental sciences, or has been held as an adjunct but little subordinate in rank.
On the other hand, the power of voluntary motion in the limbs, though of course in connection with the intelligence, being shared equally with the most lowly animated beings, is accepted as almost without the pale of mental science. Yet in the cases under consideration, there is a very singular coincidence of a loss of the latter simply physical power, with a like loss of the intellectual power of using language. These two conditions being equally the effect of a local and mechanical lesion in the brain, [April, whilst the sufferer shows unmistakeable evidence of his comprehending the spoken language of others. (2), that it is very difficult, almost impossible, to give simultaneous attention to the two hands.
In short, that we have but one attention for two limbs.
To view it in another way
: the difference of facility with like and opposite simultaneous motions, is a measure of the degree of attention saved to the hand which follows its fellow. I'or either the attention is equally divided between them, or it goes chiefly to one. The first of these alternatives is not satisfactory, for the whole attention in the case of simultaneous action is less than in diverse, the whole attention being in the latter case beyond our power; whilst in the former it is easily within it. If the attention be equally divided between the hands, then in the case of similar movement, each particular hand will receive a less degree of attention than the same hand receives in diverse motions. But there is no reason if each hand is equally the subject of attention why it should not require as much attention in moving one way as the other.
So that the sufficiency of a lower amount of attention in similar motions must be due to the one hand following the other in these motions, wholly or partially without attention, the will acting immediately on the first and on the second through the medium of the first. [April, back into the condition of a child, who has learnt to understand language but not to speak it. An adult person thinking upon his own faculty of language will probably combined for words, lies in anatomical connection with the centres of the nerves of the eye and ear; or in other words, that the situation of the ideas of associated motions which form the faculty of speech is supra-motory, whilst the situation of the ideas of associated sensations, which form the faculty of language-comprehension, is
